
N avy Exchange Service Command (NEXCOM) 
Sporting Goods Buyer Grace Cook inherits a 
segment that is generating double-digit sales 

increases in its tactical subcategory.
Looking to keep that positive momentum going as 

she works into a new position, Cook acknowledged 
that while softlines and tactical gear categories have 
significant differences, “change is a good thing, and 
I’m excited about the merchandise assortments we 
have. I look forward to the challenges that lie ahead.”

According to the buyer — who has been in the 
retail industry for 30 years and at NEXCOM for almost 
20 years, the past 15 and 1/2 years as 
intimate apparel buyer — year-to-date 
sales of tactical gear in NEXCOM stores 
through October were $5.4 million, a 
22-percent increase over prior year.

 Cook remarked that purchasing tac-
tical items is much different from her 
previous buying responsibilities. “The 
biggest differences between tactical and 
the other categories are the customer’s 
reason for the use of the product, and the 
motivation of buying based on fashion, 
versus the requirement of the customer,” 
she explained. 

‘EVER CHANGING AND IMPROVING’
Tactical is one of the most important 

subcategories among the eight that com-
prise the overall sporting goods catego-
ry, Cook said, “due to the intrinsically 
military end use of the product and the 
nature of ever-changing environments 
experienced in hostile situations. The 
products must perform well under those 
kinds of conditions with no margin for 
error or failure.”

NEXCOM’s tactical assortment, she 
added, “is ever changing and improving. 

It is imperative that we put these improvements in the 
hands of the customer that may require these products 
as soon as they become available. This is the greatest 
challenge of the tactical category, in that it receives 
constant upgrades throughout the year, such as with 
new materials used in clothing and advanced light 
technologies.”

KEY DRIVERS
Cook said the tactical department’s key drivers 

include tactical lighting; slings; belts; tactical statio-
nery, including Rite in the Rain field books; tactical 

hardware items, such as carabiners and ties; personal 
care items including Micronet Microfiber Towels and 
utility items; protective gear such as gloves, hats, socks, 
backpacks; and sleeping systems. 

“Weatherproof stationery, and hardware, con-
tinue to show strong sales, as have tactical lighting 
and sleep systems, so in turn, these categories were 
expanded in 2011 assortments,” Cook noted. “To 
make room for the expansion of the key drivers, we 
reduced the assortment and depth of pouches and 
holsters, because they were no longer top-selling item 
categories in 2011.”
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‘It is imperative that we put these 
improvements in the hands of the 

customer that may require these products 
as soon as they become available’ 

— NEXCOM Sporting Goods Buyer Grace Cook 

NEXCOM Tactical

Positive Momentum, 
Continued Success

Cook

NEXCOM’s year-to-date tactical 
sales through October 2011 were 
$5.4 million, a 22-percent increase 
over the prior year. NS Norfolk, Va.
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“We are working very closely with vendors at this 
time to improve on the accuracy and timeliness of 
their shipments,” she said. “This is one of my high-
est priorities.”

Attendance at the SHOT Show, being held this 
month in Las Vegas, Nev., gives Cook and her team “a 
great look at what is coming out” in the tactical area. 

PROMOTIONS
“Tent events have always been an effective way of 

increasing tactical sales throughout the year,” Cook 
said. “They typically run for a weekend and draw 
customers by offering new products that aren’t yet 
implemented in the everyday assortment. We offer 
percentages-off on many items, free giveaways, and 
personal demonstrations.” 

Due to the sales performance of the tent events 
held in past years, Cook said that the exchange ser-
vice is working on adding events at more key tactical 
locations in 2012.  

“With the success of the first tactical advertisement 
in October 2011, we will focus on at least two major 
tactical advertisements throughout 2012,” Cook said. 
“I think this may become key factor to promoting this 
category.”

TACTICAL MESSAGE
Cook said that she would like to convey to store 

managers and those who merchandise tactical products 
in Navy Exchanges that for the success to continue 
in this area, it is important for the stores to follow the 
planogram as closely as possible. 

“Each category of goods is grouped together to 
ensure that the customer can quickly identify the area 
of each assortment that would offer the items needed,” 
Cook noted. “We will continue to improve on sharing 
of product knowledge information to our associates 
through our weekly retail focus bulletins, where we 
give information on existing products and new prod-
ucts to them so they can better assist our customers.”
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lead time, days of supply and presentation stock. If 
and when there is an issue, the forecasting team will 
address it with the planner and buyer.”

Cook said that store managers play a major role in 
keeping headquarters-based executives informed about 
what customers are looking for. They are essentially 
my eyes and ears in the field,” she noted. “They are 
the ones that interact and get feedback directly from 
the customers.”

NEXCOM also stays “on top of the progress” with 
input from its vendor partners and at twice-yearly 
category reviews.

In addition, Cook said that most NEX locations 
have a replenishment manager and a replenishment 
team that is responsible for working with the individual 
departments to focus on issues related to out-of-stocks, 
replenishment, planograms, and other issues related 
to the placement of product.  

“If and when an issue arises, the stores have the 
ability to submit a replenishment issue or planogram 
issue into a database called the ‘Store Management 
Utility’ program,” Cook said. “Based on the type of 
issue, it is then forwarded to either our support tech 
action response team or the respective planner/buyer 
of the department.” 

CORRECT MIX
Although NEXCOM’s tactical assortment is cur-

rently generating double-digit sales, increases, Cook 
said, “We will continue to change the assortment by 
location to ensure we have the correct mix of product 
for the demographics of the base,” she explained. 
“Each location’s assortment is fully dependent upon 
the personnel stationed or deployed there, and we 
also are mindful of ‘transient’ patrons that may come 
through one of our NEXs, needing something they 
did not bring with them.” 

Cook noted that stock models are continually ad-
justed by location to ensure each site’s in-stocks are in 
the high 90-percent range and that they have enough 
products for the customers when they need it. 

TEAMWORK
Teamwork — from headquarters-based buyers 

and allocation and replenishment team members to 
suppliers and store managers — point the tactical as-
sortment in the right direction for success.

The buyer said she works closely with both Senior 
Sporting Goods Planner Joyce Marcelo and Assistant 
Sporting Goods Planner Sarah Sterling to ensure that 
tactical items and the entire sporting goods assortment 
is ship-shape.

“We have a great partnership as a team,” Cook 
said of her relationship with Marcelo and Sterling. 
“Whether there is an advertised tactical item, special 
tactical event in-store, or a planogram refresh/update, 
the team has a defined flow to complete this process 
from start to finish.” 

At a corporate level, Cook noted that the Supply 
Chain team/planners’ role has evolved in the last year. 

“A ‘Replenishment Snapshot’ meeting occurs on 
a bi-weekly basis — it was previously held weekly 
— where multiple metrics are discussed, such as in-
stocks; planogram accuracy; vendor fill rate; and orders 
purging due to vendor minimums, items with low 
minimums/maximums, etc.,” she explained. “Overall, 
this has helped provide our planners with metrics and 
tools to focus on improving in-stock percentages. The 
planning team shares pertinent information from these 
meetings with the buying team, as needed, to improve 
in-stocks and the overall performance of the business.”

In addition, Cook also works with a forecasting 
team within merchandising “that forecasts every de-
partment that has replenishment items on time supply/
forecasting. These are high-velocity items that generate 
about 80 percent of the business. Every item/location 
on forecasting is carefully reviewed based on trend, 
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directly from the directly from the directly from the 

customers.’  
— NEXCOM Sporting Goods 

Buyer Grace Cook 

From backpacks to mission 
lighting, Navy units utilize a full 

gamut of tactical equipment 
and uniform accessories. Here, 
Seabees board a helicopter for 
transportation to build Special 
Forces camps at undisclosed 
locations in Southwest Asia. 
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